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Dataset Annotation

We first discuss the problem setting and dataset annotation of this work and
previous works, e.g., JRDB-Act [2]. In our PAR problem setting, the group activity is related to the individual actions but their label candidate sets are
different. For example, as shown in the below figure (a), the group activity
in [2] is labeled as ‘listening to someone, talking to someone’, which is the combination of the contained individual action labels. In our setting, we label such
group activity as ‘chatting’, which is regarding to the whole group but not each
individual. Another issue is that some redundant or unbefitting labels appear in
the group activity in [2], e.g., the label ‘sitting’ as shown in (b,c). Therefore, we
relabel the group activity by including some new group activity labels different
from the individual labels.
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For the global activity in this work, it actually depicts the general and abstract activity according to majority of the people. This follows the setting
in the classical group activity recognition (GAR) problem, e.g., CAD dataset [1],
that provides an overall activity of all people in the scene. For example, as
shown in the above figure, a global activity of ‘commuting’ is composed of individual/group actions of walking, chatting, a global activity of ‘office working’
contains the human sitting, looking at the computer, etc. To obtain such annotations, we first scan all the videos and discuss repeatedly to confirm the activity
label sets, and then arrange three graduate students for independent annotation
and cross validation to avoid subjectivity.
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Overall, the proposed PAR problem studies the human activity understanding in multiple spatial granularity (individual, group and global) with different levels of activity categories. This work and JRDB-Act are both the
extensions for activity analysis based on the JRDB dataset but in different directions, which, we believe, can complement each other.
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